This paper attempts to elaborate a political theory of capital’s violence. Recent analyses have adopted Karl Marx’s notion of the “primitive accumulation of capital” for investigating the forcible methods by which the conditions of capital accumulation are reproduced in the present. I argue that the current scholarship is limited by a certain functionalism in its theorization of ongoing primitive accumulation. The analytic function accorded to primitive accumulation, I contend, can be better performed by the concepts of “capital-positing violence” and “capital-preserving violence.” In coining these new concepts, I first refine the conceptual core of primitive accumulation as the coercive capitalization of social relations of reproduction, which falls into sharpest relief in the violent history of colonial capitalism. I then elucidate this conceptual core with reference to Carl Schmitt’s account of European colonial expansion and Walter Benjamin’s reflections on law-making and law-preserving violence. The resultant concepts of capital-positing and capital-preserving violence, I conclude, can illuminate both the historical and the quotidian operations of the politico-juridical force that has been constitutive of capitalism down to our present moment.

“Between equal rights, force decides.”
Karl Marx

Introduction

The turbulent course of neoliberal capitalism in the last four decades, magnified by the 2008 financial crisis and its socioeconomic fallout, has revived scholarly interest in the violence of capitalism as manifested both in the strategies by which capitalist relations have been globally restructured and in the social and ecological costs that such restructuration has entailed. A growing number of researchers have recently resorted to Karl Marx’s notion of the “primitive accumulation of capital” for investigating the aggressive processes of capitalist reorganization and intensification, variously instantiating in corporate empowerment, upward distribution of global wealth, hyper-exploitation of labor in global commodity chains, finance-driven dispossession and fiscal austerity, and new forms of commercial land grabbing. The current appeal of the notion of primitive accumulation is not difficult to explain. Marx himself elaborated this notion in his account of the violent origins of the capitalist mode of production.
His was a story written in “letters of blood and fire,” in which he narrated the emergence of capitalism from the dispossession of direct producers and their coercion into waged exploitation by the open extra-economic force of the state. In appropriating primitive accumulation for contemporary analysis, commentators have maintained that such violent methods have never been wholly superseded by a purportedly mature and peaceful capitalism, and that capitalism has always depended for its reproduction on renewed acts of primitive accumulation carried out by extra-economic coercion. Many now concur that primitive accumulation is a permanent feature of capitalism and drives the expansion of capitalist logics into new social and ecological domains, though disagreement abounds over the precise conceptual and empirical scope of the term.

What this essay sets out to address is the striking paucity of sustained reflection in this theoretical renaissance on the status of violence and coercion that belongs to the definition of primitive accumulation. Existing studies often focus on the functions, mechanisms, and effects of primitive accumulation without a matching attention to the element of force that actuates them. I address this lacuna by mounting two interlocking arguments. First, I argue that the violence of primitive accumulation harbors an irreducible political dimension, understood as its constitutive status in founding and grounding the institutional background conditions of capitalism. The political aspect of this violence resides in its fundamental “lawmaking” capacity to constitute not only a juridical but also a social order by “subsuming” (annihilating, subordinating, or reconstituting) existing institutions, practices, and norms of social reproduction in ways that render them commensurate with the capitalist order of private property, labor, and the law of value. Second, I maintain that the “colonial empire” rather than the nation-state furnished the politico-legal framework within which capitalism historically emerged as a world system. The history of colonial capitalism, and especially primitive accumulation at imperial frontiers, provides us with the starkest instances of the extra-
economic force that was constitutive of capitalist relations, precisely because such violence lay beyond the laws, norms, and customs that at once restricted and justified the use of force in Europe. Taken together, these two tenets – the political-constitutive position and global-colonial expanse of primitive accumulation – enable one to grasp coercive colonial structures, such as slavery, commercial imperialism, and settler colonialism, as properly belonging to the history of capital, and to conceive their violence as capital’s violence.

These arguments lead to the essay’s key innovation, namely, to theorize the persistent violence of primitive accumulation by using the categories of constituent and constituted power. I locate the conceptual resources adequate to this task in constitutional and legal theory because the latter explicitly concerns the relationship between political power and law, and between the act of constitution and the constituted order. Its vocabulary thus lends itself to analyzing the politico-juridical force that constitutes and maintains capitalist social forms (private property, wage labor, market dependency), even as these forms are rechristened as the domain of the “economy” that is defined by its categorical separation from the political. As an act of extra-economic force that founds an economic order, primitive accumulation is structurally analogous in constitutional theory to the concept of constituent power as extra-legal force that founds a legal order. The works of Carl Schmitt and Walter Benjamin are particularly helpful in recovering this political aspect of capitalist constitution. Carl Schmitt’s theory of nomos and anadasmoi, elaborated in his account of European colonial expansion, offers a capacious language for capturing the ontological status of primitive accumulation, which, I argue, is a socio-spatial frontier phenomenon that arises from capital’s encounter with, and drive to subsume, alternative forms of life and value. Walter Benjamin’s reformulation of constituent and constituted power as “lawmaking” and “law-preserving” violence further refines the conceptual vocabulary for explicating the violence that drives such foundational reorientation.
Reworking these categories for an analysis of capitalism, I coin the terms “capital-positing” and “capital-preserving” violence as two interlinked modalities of extra-economic force that establish and reproduce capitalist social forms. I argue that the two modalities of violence are situated on the same continuum of politico-juridical force, wherein capital-positing violence that constitutes capitalist social forms is suspended but not superseded in the capital-preserving matrix of legal, institutional, and administrative coercion, as well as in the norms, practices, and subjectivities that this matrix subtends. In this respect, capital-positing and preserving-violence form a conceptual terrain on which we find capitalist expansion and reproduction intimately connected to forms of sovereign and disciplinary power. I contend that these two modalities offer a more comprehensive conceptual framework for investigating the political valence of capital’s violence than offered by primitive accumulation, insofar as they capture the irreducible element of politico-juridical power on which the capitalist mediation of social reproduction depends. In contrast to descriptive or historical accounts of primitive accumulation, this theoretical framework highlights the foundational significance of the force that constitutes and maintains a comprehensive institutionalized social order.

Secondly, a focused analysis of capital’s violence calls for a critique of the deep-seated imagination of capitalism as an essentially liberal economic system of free markets. At least since the birth of classical political economy, liberal exponents of capitalism have defended it on its congruity with the ethico-juridical values of liberty and equality enshrined in private property, market exchange, and free labor. This liberal image of capitalism has always sat uneasily with the record of coercion, dispossession, and domination (most notably in colonialism, imperialism, and slavery) that has gone into the making of the capitalist world economy. A prominent liberal response has been to “disavow” such extra-economic force as incidental and external to capitalism’s essentially liberal market logic. Although it would be wrong to equate this response with liberalism tout court, the disavowal of capital’s violence
has proven to be a powerful ideological gesture that for a long time underwrote neoliberal equations of “capitalism and freedom.” The alternative position advanced here, namely that capitalism rests on institutionalized, legally enshrined, and regularly reiterated violence, sees nothing aberrant in the intimacy of capital and coercion. In addition to systematically connecting the structural violence of disposability to the episodic violence of dispossession, this perspective offers a sober view of the rising phenomenon of “authoritarian capitalism” that has shaken the liberal article of faith in the affinity of capitalist integration and open societies.

The essay proceeds in four sections. I begin with a brief critical engagement with the recent controversies over how to refashion primitive accumulation as a general category of analysis. I part ways with the prevalent functionalist tendency to treat ongoing primitive accumulation as a mechanism for managing capitalist crises that periodically arise from expanded reproduction. In the second section, I define the conceptual core of primitive accumulation as the coercive capitalization of social relations of production, which, via formal and real subsumption, constitutes a heterogeneous array of social forms that organize expropriation and exploitation. I illustrate this constitutive aspect with reference to the early-modern history of capitalism, wherein colonial forms such as plantation slavery in the Atlantic and commercial imperialism in Asia represent key moments of global primitive accumulation.

In the third section, I utilize Schmitt’s theory of “nomos” for explicating the political valence of primitive accumulation as a frontier phenomenon, which forcibly assimilates or subordinates non-capitalist social orders to the order (nomos) of capital, and in the process engenders the secular problem of justifying capital’s violence. The final section further elucidates this political valence by drawing insights from Benjamin and formulates the concepts of capital-positing and capital-preserving violence. I discuss these two modalities in terms of the political power that constitutes the capitalist social order and then settles into the juridical and disciplinary apparatuses that maintain the ostensibly autonomous order of the market. I
conclude with reflections on contemporary instantiations of capital’s violence across the globe and the proposed framework’s analytic purchase in identifying them.

As a final note, I use “force” and “violence” interchangeably throughout the essay. Both terms are implied in the German word “Gewalt” as used by the primary interlocutors of this essay – Karl Marx, Walter Benjamin, and Carl Schmitt – which refers not only to sheer violence but also to “legitimate power, authority, and public force.”

This capacious scope of the concept is particularly important for grasping the continuity of capital-positing and preserving violence.

I. Primitive Accumulation: Revival and Limits

My analysis of capital’s violence takes Marx’s discussion of the “primitive accumulation of capital” (ursprüngliche Akkumulation) as its point of departure. The term makes its debut in the last section of the first volume of Capital, where Marx explains the historical emergence of the capitalist mode of production in early-modern England. Marx’s narrative traces in vivid detail the expropriation of the English peasantry by the enclosure of common lands, their coercion into rural and urban wage labor through draconian measures against vagrancy and theft, the formation of domestic markets in productive inputs and subsistence goods, and the culmination of the whole process in the acquiescence of the dispossessed in the regime of wage labor. The English case represents for Marx the “classic form” of primitive accumulation because only there one finds these different moments of primitive accumulation (dispossession, proletarianization, and market formation) converge around a new class relation and give birth to the capitalist mode of production. Throughout his exposition, Marx is at pains to emphasize the critical role of extra-economic coercion and, especially, the political and legal power of the state in creating and institutionalizing capitalist relations through criminal law, Parliamentary Enclosures, maximum wage legislation, economic protectionism, and the creation of the national debt. Targeting Adam Smith’s
explanation of original accumulation by individual industry and saving, Marx asserts that “[i]n actual history, it is a notorious fact that conquest, enslavement, robbery, murder, in short, force, play the greatest part.”

Classical political economy’s imagination of the bourgeois order as the rule of “Freedom, Equality, Property, and Bentham,” Marx implies, hinges on looking past the expropriation and domination that have laid down this order’s historical conditions of possibility.9

The category of primitive accumulation has found a new lease on life in recent years as critics have looked back to early-modern episodes of capitalist transformation in order to illuminate neoliberal capitalism.10 Various authors have argued that the agenda of privatization and liberalization, implemented by right-wing governments in the Global North and structural adjustment programs in the Global South, amounted to a new wave of primitive accumulation in which the sovereign-disciplinary power of the state, now compounded by the pressure from powerful international institutions like the IMF and the World Bank, performed the necessary coercive function.11 This theoretical reorientation informed reams of research on predatory strategies of expropriation in the global peripheries of capitalism through debt incumbency, land grabbing, resource extraction, and hyper-exploitation of racialized and gendered labor.12 Recasting neoliberal policies as instances of primitive accumulation represented a major theoretical break with the postwar Marxian debates, especially with the “transition to capitalism” controversy and its treatment of primitive accumulation as a phase that is superseded by “expanded reproduction” predicated on the exploitation of legally free wage labor.13 The emergent consensus now grasps primitive accumulation as an integral part of capitalism, and its gist is captured by Silvia Federici (a frontrunner in the literature) when she writes, “[a] return of the most violent aspects of primitive accumulation has accompanied every phase of capitalist globalization, including the present one.”14
While I agree with the broad thrust of these revisionist interpretations, I contend that they remain limited by a certain functionalism in their conception of primitive accumulation in relation to capitalism. By “functionalism,” I mean the tendency to place analytic priority on primitive accumulation’s function in resolving capitalist crises, in contrast to its foundational status in the constitution of the capitalist social order, as I elaborate below. While the space of this essay does not permit a comprehensive survey of all the relevant scholarship, three sophisticated reappraisals of primitive accumulation are sufficiently representative of this tendency. The most prominent of these is David Harvey’s highly influential redefinition of primitive accumulation as “accumulation by dispossession” in his analysis of neoliberalism. For Harvey, contemporary accumulation by dispossession “can occur in a variety of ways,” including privatization, financial predation, debt, and asset devaluation, and “there is much that is both contingent and haphazard about its modus operandi.” Its real (i.e. non-contingent) significance resides instead in its role of “compensating for the chronic problems of overaccumulation arising within expanded reproduction.” In the presence of global surplus capital lacking profitable fields of investment, accumulation by dispossession releases productive assets, such as labor, raw materials, and fixed capital at very low cost, which surplus capitals can then seize to reduce input costs, restoring profitability and staving off overaccumulation crises.

Jason Moore advances a similar argument in his innovative critique of the capitalist organization of ecology, wherein he construes primitive accumulation as part of the capitalist power-knowledge assemblage that produces “abstract social nature” as well as “abstract social labor.” As for Harvey, the crux of the matter for Moore is the profitability of capitalist exploitation of labor, which requires as its precondition the appropriation of unpaid work and energy, such as ecological services and reproductive labor of women, that capital treats as free or “cheap nature.” Each wave of “accumulation by capitalization” that raises labor productivity
across the system depends on a prior wave of “accumulation by appropriation” that reduces the costs of capitalist production by expanding the frontiers of unpaid resources, energy, and work sequestered by capital.\textsuperscript{20}

Finally, in her examination of neoliberal “expulsions” from formal economies, living spaces, and habitable ecologies, Saskia Sassen uses primitive accumulation as a diagnostic tool for delineating contemporary “predatory formations.”\textsuperscript{21} Through an analysis of fiscal austerity, global land grabs, and the destruction of ecosystems, she underscores the elementary brutalities of expropriation and abandonment generated by complex assemblages of technology, law, and finance. For Sassen, primitive accumulation denotes the process by which “advanced” capitalism cannibalizes the productive assets of “traditional” (i.e. Keynesian) capitalism and violently pushes aside anything or anybody that gets in the way of the new “systemic logic” of unfettered corporate profitability.\textsuperscript{22} This systemic logic pushes up profitability less by investing in productive capacity and employment of labor than by appropriating and redistributing wealth upwards – a point that echoes Harvey’s unfavorable verdict on neoliberalism.\textsuperscript{23}

The point I would like to stress is that in all three accounts, primitive accumulation (by dispossession, appropriation, or expulsion) figures as functionally indispensable yet ultimately external to capitalism, which remains conceptually anchored to “expanded reproduction” (Harvey), “traditional capitalism” (Sassen), and “abstract social labor” (Moore). This functional construction is signaled by the widely used tropes of “return,” “renewal,” and “reinvention,” whereby primitive accumulation erupts when the contradictions of expanded reproduction assume crisis proportions and recedes when these contradictions are temporarily resolved through violent expropriations and convulsive restructuring of capitalist relations. On this account, the antecedents of which date back to Marx’s and Luxemburg’s seminal reflections on primitive accumulation,\textsuperscript{24} extra-economic violence figures as a peripheral
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instrument of capitalist expansion that belongs to the *history* but not to the *theory* of capitalism. It is *for* but not *of* capitalism.  

While I do not dispute the continuous character of primitive accumulation or its role in crisis management, I propose to theorize this continuity differently. I contend that there is a deeper connection between primitive accumulation and capitalist social order, a connection that changes its form but does not dissolve once expanded reproduction is back on track. I situate this connection at the level of politico-juridical constitution of capitalism, that is, around the lawmaking capacity of primitive accumulation that establishes and undergirds the institutional background conditions capital accumulation, above all, private property, labor, and law of value. The politico-juridical force that constitutes these fundamental institutional forms does not disappear as one transitions to the constituted order of capital but continues to animate the legal, administrative, and subjective structures of capitalism as an “institutionalized social order,” which rests on a specific organization of not only economic but also social, ecological, and political relations. The imagery adequate to capturing the relationship between primitive accumulation and expanded reproduction, and between the “blood and fire” of extra-economic force and the “silent compulsion” of economic relations, is not one of “return” or “reinvention” but a continuum on which capital’s violence bends back and forth between its constitutive and constituted modalities.

Some scholars have gestured at the continuity between the act of coercion that engenders capitalization and the structure of coercion that reproduces capital on an everyday basis. Though not directly focusing on capitalism, Dipesh Chakrabarty, for instance, has suggested that the “victory of the modern” rests on repression, violence, and coercion that is “both originary/foundational (that is, historic) as well as pandemic and quotidian.” In their new history of the origins of global capitalism, Alexander Anievas and Kerem Nisancioglu conclude that extra-economic coercion “is not external to capitalism as a mode of production,
but constitutive of its very ontology.” These invocations, however, are scattered and intermittent at best, and stop short of a sustained theoretical treatment of this problematic. As I discuss in sections 3 and 4, constitutional and legal theory provides a productive way forward. Schmitt’s concept of nomos and Benjamin’s concepts of lawmaking and law-preserving violence in particular are conducive to expressing the continuity between the originary and quotidian modalities of capital’s violence. Before we can expound on this argument, however, we first need to reconstruct the notion of primitive accumulation in a manner that looks beyond its functionality and captures its constitutive dimension.

II. Colonial Capitalism, Global Primitive Accumulation

The recent literature is replete with competing definitions of primitive accumulation. Without getting entangled in this controversy, I argue that it is possible to define the conceptual core of primitive accumulation concisely in the following way. First and foremost, primitive accumulation involves a fundamental act of “separation” that forcibly opens up a distance between producers and the conditions of laboring (means of production and subsistence), which is then mediated by the imperative to produce surplus value (profit and accumulation). To be sure, social mediation is present in all human productive activity, which consists in a “metabolic interaction” with the non-human world through the appropriation and transformation of resources to satisfy human needs. What primitive accumulation does is to lay down the conditions for the specifically capitalist “appropriation of, and consolidated class monopoly in, the mediated ‘metabolic interaction.’” Crucially, this separation-mediation relationship involves not only the assimilation (i.e. destruction and reconstitution) of non-capitalist relations of social reproduction but also their subordinate articulation to circuits of capital. This last point builds on Marx’s theory of capital’s “formal subsumption” and “real subsumption” of labor. Understood as a continuum rather than a binary opposition, this
distinction hinges on the degree of capital’s domination of the laboring process. At the end of “real subsumption” lies the assimilation of non-capitalist forms labor organization into capital through the technical recomposition of the laboring process in order to maximize supervision, control, labor productivity. At the end of “formal subsumption,” one finds the articulation of a plurality of existing productive forms that are subordinated to capital by various economic and extra-economic strategies. Building on these postulates, we can define primitive accumulation as the process of subsumption that forcibly establishes capital’s mediation of access to the conditions of social reproduction.35

The key point to note here is the peculiar structural position of primitive accumulation. Although primitive accumulation establishes the institutional conditions of “the economy” as a norm-governed independent sphere and the key site of capitalist mediation, it also remains alien to this sphere by virtue of its modus operandi. This is because it necessarily relies on the use of politico-juridical force that is categorically excluded from the definition of the economy as an autonomous system of interdependence mediated by self-regulating markets. Such force can assume legal, executive, administrative, or outright illegal or extra-legal forms. Its real significance resides in its status as extra-economic force that founds the capitalist economic order. As I discuss below, this renders primitive accumulation a “limit concept,” much like “constituent power” understood as extra-legal force that founds a legal order.36 This is the first premise for theorizing the political intension of the violence of primitive accumulation.

The second and related premise is the need to situate primitive accumulation in the irreducibly colonial genealogy of capitalism, which entails abandoning the nation-state for the “colonial empire” as the politico-legal unit of analysis.37 The global-colonial perspective enables one to discern those moments of primitive accumulation that are otherwise unrecognizable because they do not resemble the “classic” English case. In its actual history (as opposed to Marxian or liberal teleological narratives), capitalism has expanded through
various configurations of dispossession, commodification, and proletarianization at different paces and geographic scales. These comprise, for example, expropriation without exploitation that is the signature feature of settler colonialism,38 "export-led exploitation" under commercial imperialism that depends on "semi-dispossessed" producers rather than on proletarian labor,39 indentured labor whose mobility is ensured not through the market but through imperial schemes of labor allocation,40 and plantation slavery that weaves together the most radical modes of expropriation and exploitation.41 Such heterogeneity is the inescapable outcome of the fact that capitalist subsumption always takes place in relation to counter-forces rooted in non-capitalist practices and values that resists or subvert the attempts to subordinate life, ecology, and work to the imperatives of profit and accumulation. Primitive accumulation and resistance to it form a force field, an indeterminate though not arbitrary space of antagonism and struggle, within which capitalist transformation takes on an open-ended, relational, variegated, and reversible character.

We can thus speak of "global primitive accumulation" when we speak of the coercive creation, alteration, and destruction of local economies so as to articulate them to the world market and the global circuits of self-expanding value therein (M-C-M').42 Although he did not expound on it fully, Marx indicated this point when he extended his story of primitive accumulation to the colonies:

The discovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation, enslavement, and entombment in mines of the indigenous population of that continent, the beginnings of the conquest and plunder of India, and the conversion of Africa into a preserve for the commercial hunting of blacks, are all things that characterize the dawn of the era of capitalist production. These idyllic proceedings are the chief moments of primitive accumulation.43

What stamps this violent ensemble as the primitive accumulation of capital is the subsumption of labor and land on a planetary scale and their reconstitution as abstract social labor and abstract social nature, even though this reconstitution takes place at different historical moments, in discrete sites, and through heterogeneous social forms. At the level of colonial
empires, we can detect the networks of commodity and capital that link what seems to be local, diverse, and disconnected articulations of land and labor. Slave labor commanded by Atlantic plantocracies, peasant family labor commandeered by the militarized trading companies in South and Southeast Asia, industrial wage labor in Europe, and white colonial emigrant labor in Australasia coalesce into a global archipelago of accumulation. We can grasp these forms as properly belonging to the internal variegation of global capitalism, which no longer remains confined to metropolitan industrial and agrarian capitalism, but encompasses slave-plantation capitalism, company capitalism, and settler capitalism. By extension, we can recognize the acts of colonial primitive accumulation that establish these forms as constitutive moments of the global order of capital, rather than as wanton and haphazard ventures of plunder and rapine.

The colonial genealogy of capitalism is critical also because it provides us with the most ruthless instances of subsumption of land and labor under capital and thereby brings into sharper relief the element of violence by which primitive accumulation is carried out. Scholars of slavery in the history of capitalism have long recognized the exceptional intensity and brutality of extra-economic coercion in the organization of the colonial trades. From a liberal economic standpoint, such violence appears strangely excessive and economically irrational, which leads to a search for explanations outside of capitalism. Such was the case, for instance, when classical political economists like James Mill and Jeremy Bentham condemned colonial expansion as “outdoor relief” for unproductive European aristocracies or when Joseph Schumpeter chalked up modern imperialism to the psychological atavism and lingering feudal ethos of Europe’s ruling classes. A similar disposition marks many an economic history of empire today as contemporary scholars continue to view the violence of colonialism as economically sterile, if not counterproductive, and conclude that the role of colonial peripheries in European development was ultimately “peripheral.”
The violence of colonialism loses its mystery if we stop viewing it in economic terms of costs and benefits and instead grasp it in its political, lawmaking capacity. Primitive accumulation, conceived as “a frontier phenomenon that arises at the interface of accumulative and non-accumulative logics of social reproduction” offers an alternative key for decoding the surplus of colonial violence.\(^48\) The trope of the “frontier” illuminates the foundational, constitutive aspect of primitive accumulation in three ways. First, it signals an encounter between divergent and antagonistic ontologies of social reproduction, where capital’s conceptually universal and spatially global horizon comes up against limits which it then recasts as barriers to overcome, by force if necessary.\(^49\) Second, it indicates the absence of a shared legal, institutional, and normative framework on the basis of which rival claims to land and labor, and alternative organizations of time and space can be negotiated and adjudicated. Third, it entails the severe attenuation, if not altogether suspension, of the laws, norms, and customs that sanction the range of acceptable means that can be employed in pursuing competing ends. The stark combination of these three features at imperial frontiers offers an explanation of the massive use of force that underwrote “the ability of Europe’s states and their capitalists to rearrange global economic connections and to violently expropriate land and labor.”\(^50\)

I contend that the political dimension of primitive accumulation resides in this “originary” (ursprünglich), that is, constitutive and generative element of violence that is at the limit of, and therefore largely unmoored from, existing normative-legal orders. A more adequate moniker for this element, I argue, is “capital’s violence” (Gewalt), a unitary concept that captures the continuity of the historic-foundational and pandemic-quotidien modalities of coercion that has been constitutive of capital. The next two sections attempt a theoretical explication of capital’s violence with the help of constitutional and legal theory.
III. Global Anadasmoi and the Nomos of Capital

I contend that Schmitt’s account of European colonial expansion in *The Nomos of the Earth* furnishes useful conceptual vocabulary for explicating the two points outlined above: on the one hand, the foundational status and political significance of primitive accumulation and, on the other, the exceptional brutality of its colonial manifestations. One key utility of Schmitt’s account lies in its reliance on the unitary concept of “nomos” as the ordering principle common to all legal and social orders, which incorporates the fundamental moments of appropriation, distribution, and production.⁵¹ *Nomos* denotes the concrete pre-legal orientation in the world that is the foundation of customary practices, legal norms, and formal institutions. It comprehends not only the material process of “metabolic interaction” with the earth but also the politico-juridical and ideological structures that order and mediate this interaction. This comprehensive notion informs Schmitt’s keen perception that the early-modern colonial expropriations, particularly in the New World, heralded a fundamental transformation and planetary reorientation in modes of appropriation, distribution, and production. He writes, “the history of colonialism in its entirety is a spatially determined process of settlement in which order and orientation are combined. At this origin of land-appropriation law and order are one; where order and orientation coincide.”⁵² Far from being crude plunder and stockpiling of resources, the violence of colonial primitive accumulation marked the constitution of a new global order, namely, the modern order of state and capital. As Martti Koskenniemi notes,

Schmitt was putting his finger on the fact that European statehood did not emerge alone but as a political form specific to capitalist social relations that presumed a constitutive distinction between public power, exercised through claims of sovereign jurisdiction (imperium), and private power, exercised by private law ownership (property, dominium), paradigmatically through the market.⁵³

The obverse of establishing the *nomos* of capital in the colonial context was the dismantling of the existing indigenous orders that rested on alternative ways of organizing the metabolic interaction with the non-human world. Unlike those violent acts of land-appropriation amongst
European polities “that proceed within a given order of international law, which readily receive the recognition of other peoples,” colonial land-appropriations “uproot and existing spatial order and establish a new nomos of the whole special sphere of the neighboring peoples.”

This foundational upheaval found its most uncompromising expression in settler colonialism – the centrepiece of Schmitt’s analysis – where, in Patrick Wolfe’s poignant words, “invasion is a structure, not an event.”

“Anadasmoi” is the term Schmitt reserves for the radical annihilation or assimilation of an order by another. Recast in this conceptual vocabulary, primitive accumulation represents a specific form of anadasmoi, a world-historical reorientation and reordering of property, exchange, and labor relations on a planetary scale, through which the nomos of capital is extended and consolidated at the expense of the plurality of other social orders. In this respect, the violence of primitive accumulation, as an “original act” (Ur-Akt), is structurally analogous to “constituent power” in constitutional theory. Borrowing from Antonio Negri, this is essentially the “violence of innovation,” the “originary, constitutive violence of the social and political order,” which cannot be derived from or adjudicated within norms of a constituted order because it is itself lays down a new ordering principle. Expressed through the basic categories of nomos, the historical capitalist reordering of the metabolic interaction has entailed (1) a new mode of appropriating the non-human world, a “new matrix of evaluation” that demystified and reimagined it as a repository of natural resource and potential value to be extracted, (2) a new mode of distributing the world thus appropriated, one that surveyed, enclosed, and partitioned it in exclusive, simplified, abstract, and fungible units, and (3) a new mode of producing, one that redefined labor by the measure of commodity and devalued reproductive labor at the same time it rendered both subservient to the endless process of accumulation.
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Put differently, primitive accumulation does not merely “confiscate and conscript” productive assets, but it imposes a fundamental order on various productive activities by categorizing, mapping, ranking, and “enclosing them in a network of signification according to which phenomena can be computed within the framework of universal and particular.” In the early-modern world colonial empires, race and capital emerged as the key principles of such ordering. In the words of Anibal Quijano, “The incorporation of such diverse and heterogeneous cultural histories into a single world dominated by Europe signified a cultural and intellectual intersubjective configuration equivalent to the articulation of all forms of labor control around capital, a configuration that established world capitalism.” Nomos and primitive accumulation have molded diverse political spaces and laboring activities into commensurable units that are legible as part of a hierarchical political economic system, that is, the international order of the modern state-empire and capital, wherein successive discourses of “civilization” and “development” have recoded social difference as social deficiency.

Secondly, Schmitt’s analysis offers an explanation as to why primitive accumulation assumed its most violent forms in the colonies. The key to this explanation is the position of the colonies outside the purview of customs and conventions of jus publicum Europeaum, which limited the use of force in relation to appropriation, distribution, and production in Europe. As two economic historians of the colonial Caribbean have recently argued, the colonies served “as a crucible in which economic, social, and political experimentation with new ideas and approaches, both imported from the old world and spawned in the new, were allowed to flourish, often unfettered.” The capitalist innovation flourished unfettered in the colonies because, in Schmitt’s words, “Everything that occurred ‘beyond the line’ remained outside the legal, moral, and political values recognized on this side of the line. This was a tremendous exoneration of the internal European problematic.” The colonial exoneration of violence can go a long way to explain why colonial entrepreneurs such as planters, slave
traders, settlers, and chartered companies enjoyed more discretion and less compunction in destroying or reshaping systems of production and exchange in non-European contexts. Expropriation and exploitation in Europe could be contested by variously invoking and interpreting the laws and customs of the land, which on the one hand, reined in the extremities of primitive accumulation and, on the other, offered a politico-legal medium of resistance, reversal, and negotiation. Colonial primitive accumulation was otherwise. The lack of a common legal, normative, or customary framework greatly attenuated the possibility of a similar recourse to contestation and negotiation.

Pushing this point beyond what Schmitt was ready to concede, it is perhaps more accurate to say that Europeans actively denied legal standing to the colonized along racial lines, deliberately producing subjects whose land, labor, and knowledge could be expropriated with impunity. It was no accident that the distinction between public and private power (sovereignty and property) that formed the pillar of the modern political economic order in Europe collapsed in the colonies. The exceptional status of the colonies represented not so much a lingering problem of legal indeterminacy at the colonial frontier as an indispensable part of the racialized ordering principle of domination/exploitation on which European colonial capitalism arose. Put plainly, capitalism was always already “racial capitalism.”

The colonial frontiers of capitalism, in Anne Lowehaupt Tsing’s words, were “made in the shifting terrain between legality and illegality, public and private ownership, brutal rape and passionate charisma, ethnic collaboration and hostility, violence and law, restoration and extermination.” The genocidal displacement of indigenous populations in the Americas, Australia, and New Zealand, reduction of men and women to mobile property under the New World slavery, and the extraction of subsistence goods out of a famine-stricken India or Ireland are certainly drastic cases of how far human and natural material can be coerced to the relentless pursuit of accumulation, but they are by no means anomalies. Precisely because it
was liberated from the web of institutions and norms that delimited the scope of expropriation and exploitation in Europe, and further empowered by racial hierarchies, primitive accumulation at imperial frontiers qua the “systemic edges” of historical capitalism\textsuperscript{67} threw in sharper relief the constitutive violence that was essential to the establishment of this system.

IV. Capital-Positing and Capital-Preserving Violence

A major diagnostic value of colonial primitive accumulation therefore resides in disclosing politico-juridical power to be constitutive of capital’s ontology. I further develop this point through the conceptual apparatus offered by Benjamin’s reflections on “lawmaking” and “law-preserving” violence (rechtsetzende und rechtserhaltende Gewalt), which correspond to the concepts of constituent and constituted power.\textsuperscript{68} While Benjamin deploys lawmaking and law-preserving violence as key morphologies of political power in its relation to a legal order, I argue that we can apply the conceptual structure of this binary equally fruitfully to the element of politico-juridical force in its relation to the social order of capitalism.

For Benjamin, the paradigmatic case of lawmaking violence is military violence. Military violence, qua sheer brute force, is outside a legal order and can therefore be justified only by being directed to natural or just ends that do not refer to a system of positive laws for their validity.\textsuperscript{69} Such violence, however, harbors a “lawmaking” capacity that is realized when it ceases to be purely instrumental and culminates in a new legal condition to which it sanctions obedience both from the victors and the vanquished. At the moment “it proves its worth in victory,” lawmaking violence morphs into law-preserving violence. Thenceforth, the naturalness or justness of the ends of the law becomes less important than “the subordination of citizens to laws.” Law-preserving violence sets as its main purpose to “divest the individual, at least as a legal subject, of all violence, even that directed only to natural ends.”\textsuperscript{70} Crucially, the distinction between lawmaking and law-preserving violence is neither categorically
complete nor temporally sequestered. The law-preserving violence suspends but does not supersede lawmaking violence, and reminds the subjects of the law that the existing legal order is the one to which they are fatefully subordinated. Distinguishing between the two functions of violence becomes particularly difficult in the institution of the “police” insofar as the police formally functions to uphold the law but is also authorized to decide on the ends of the law in specific circumstances within broad limits set by right of decree.  

Using this conceptual apparatus, we can reformulate capital’s violence as consisting in “capital-positing” and “capital-preserving” violence as two interrelated modalities. Capital-positing violence captures the moment of politico-juridical coercion that enacts the capitalization of social reproduction, encompassing the separation of labor from its conditions of realization and the enforced mediation of access to livelihood by the imperative to generate surplus. This process advances as much by real subsumption as formal subsumption, relies on various methods and intensities of coercion (legislation, executive fiat, administrative decree, naked violence), and is effected by a plurality of actors with varying levels of legitimacy (international institutions, states, corporations) that coalesce into assemblages that enable systemic transformation. Although it might appear predatory in isolated instances (as in extractive ventures or land grabs), its systematic iterations lay down and regularize the institutional background conditions of the private appropriation and accumulation of socially produced wealth. It comprehends a fundamental reorientation in the material and symbolic principles that organize the metabolic interaction with nature, constituting a new way of perceiving human beings’ purposeful relationship to one another and to the non-human world, a new system of power and property, a new nomos.

The constituent, “lawmaking” capacity of capital-positing violence, and thereby its liminal status, is evidenced in the way European colonial agents, statesmen, and ideologues justified early modern primitive accumulation. In Europe, expropriation often collided with
customary, if not with codified or common, law. At imperial frontiers, the legal status of expropriation was radically indeterminate or deliberately ambiguous. In either case, the exponents of these expropriations (landlords, improvers, planters, merchants, settlers) could hardly account for their violence on legal grounds, as these acts either contravened or lay outside the existing system of law – in other words, were illegal or extra-legal acts of innovation.\textsuperscript{72} Thus we find arguments in support of capital-positing violence frequently appealing to the \textit{legitimacy} of the natural, just, and universal ends that such violence purportedly served. For instance, when John Locke (at once a colonial administrator, natural law philosopher, and political economist) declared America to be “common and consequently waste land” open to unilateral appropriation by European settlers, or when he sanctioned workhouses, impressment, and colonial transportation for the “idle poor” in England, he staked these claims in reclaiming the earth for the benefit of mankind, fighting sloth and ignorance through the virtuous discipline of labor, and extending the benefits of both to the “needy and wretched” inhabitants of the New World.\textsuperscript{73} Subsequent generations of European political economists and international lawyers who equated the expansion of capitalism with historical progress often accounted for various instances of capital-positing violence in the universalist register of “humanity,” precisely because the victims of capitalist expropriation and exploitation, whether in Europe, America, Africa, or Asia, rarely shared its particular values and institutions of exclusive private property, domination of nature, labor discipline, productivity, accumulation, and so on.\textsuperscript{74}

If capital-positing violence is recorded in history in “letters of blood and fire,” then capital-preserving violence parades in the guise of what Marx famously called the “silent compulsion of economic relations [that] sets the seal on the domination of the capitalist over the worker.”\textsuperscript{75} What is “preserved” is the aforementioned separation from the conditions of labor and subsistence and the enforced mediation of the metabolic interaction by capital. Like
its capital-positing counterpart, capital-preserving violence is not uniformly manifested but operates through variegated assemblages comprising the state, law, and ideology that reproduce the social conditions of capital accumulation. One can elucidate capital-preserving violence as a mode of disciplinary power, which captures the critical conjunction of “silence” and “compulsion.” As has been argued by as dissimilar theorists as Ellen Meiksins Wood and Michel Foucault, power exercised under capitalism, at least in its metropolitan variant, is relatively “economic” in the double sense of the term. First, although it is ultimately framed by law and state coercion, the quotidian exercise and experience of power takes place within the institutionalized practices of the market, where “the worker’s dependence on capital” and the “despotism of the workplace” supplant extra-economic coercion as the principal means of surplus extraction. Second, the disciplinary institutions and ideological state apparatuses that underpin a capitalist economy fashion docile “subjects of interest” who accept reality and respond to environmental variables in ways that can be statistically aggregated, predicted, and manipulated. This renders operable the liberal dispositifs of “security,” which govern populations and their wealth-creating capacities through the production and management of spheres of freedom rather than through blunt and costly instruments of repression.

It would be hasty to conclude, however, that the compulsory character of capitalist relations vanishes under the silent strategies of liberal governmentality. First, the wage-contract and the juridical freedom it projects are ultimately a mediation of the coercion of capital over living labor. Secondly, the liberal governmental rationality that manages populations with minimum economic intervention presupposes a heavy dose of legal engineering: the dispositifs of security examined by Foucault depend on the prior and ongoing operation of the disciplinary apparatuses that transform “people” into “population” by making them “governmentalizable” (intelligible, transparent, and responsive to technologies of governmentality). Capital-preserving violence, as the institutionalization of coercion within capitalism, thus encompasses
not merely the domain of law but, akin to the “police” in Benjamin’s account, a whole panoply of infra-legal administrative techniques of micro-coercion, both public and private, necessary for the reconstitution of “capital-positing labor” from one day to the next.\(^{80}\) Although hegemonic discursive formations, such as “law and order,” “there is no alternative,” and “global competition,” garner consent to the continued subsumption of life under capital, they are in the last instance backed by the “nondiscursive configurations” comprising the “economic, political and military might of the state itself.”\(^{81}\)

In other words, capital-preserving violence represents the persistence of the politico-juridical force of capital-positing violence into the domain of the economic. I argue this is how we ought to understand Marx’s famous quip, “between equal rights, force decides” (“Zwischen gleichen Rechten entscheidet die Gewalt”).\(^{82}\) Marx is referring here to the struggle over the length of the working day under the assumption of perfectly valid laws of commodity exchange, that is, under the hypothetical conditions of “mature capitalism” in which force and fraud are assumed away. This implies that even after primitive accumulation is supposed to have been consummated, there remains an element of force or violence (Gewalt) that cannot be derived from, dissolved into, or adjudicated within the institutionalized order of the “economy.” Capital’s violence operates on a continuum political force that is juridified into property relations that modulate access to the conditions of labor; a continuum that bends back and forth between the silent compulsion of the market and the workplace and the open repression of the law enforcement and the police. When we consider these two modalities in their unity, we can see, to paraphrase Wolfe, that capital’s violence is a structure, not an event.

One important correlate of this argument is that the very existence of capital-preserving violence attests to the impossibility of capital’s closure as a self-subsisting economic system, not simply because of the crisis tendencies internal to expanded reproduction (e.g. declining profitability, overaccumulation), but because of the ever-present resistance, active or latent, to
the expulsion, exploitation, inequality, and insecurity generated by capitalism, which renders this extensive infrastructure of coercion necessary in the first place. If we consider capital’s violence and resistance to it as a polycentric field of struggle, the stakes of antagonism go beyond the distribution of wealth generated within the domain of expanded reproduction but extend to the institutionalized expropriations that constitute this domain and enable capitalist exploitation.\textsuperscript{83}

**Conclusion**

In exemplifying the workings of capital-positing and preserving violence, I have mainly alluded to early-modern historical episodes of dispossession, proletarianization, and articulation, such as working class formation, plantation slavery, settler colonialism, and commercial imperialism. Yet capital-positing and capital-preserving violence are integral to the everyday reproduction of the capitalist relations of production. They continue to manifest themselves in forcibly recoding, reconstituting, and networking multiple sites of production and destruction into an articulated totality. Returning to the starting point of this essay, I would like to conclude with a series of reflections on capital’s violence at our present.

Physical displacement of people from land by extractive ventures or infrastructure projects continues to represent the most conspicuous form of this violence as well as of the racialized and geopolitical lines along which it is unevenly distributed. A second, perhaps less glaring manifestation of capital’s violence is what David Lloyd and Patrick Wolfe have called the “enclosure of the second commons,” that is, the erosion or privatization of “those public goods historically wrested from the state by social movements in compensation for the original loss of commons: social security, public utilities, education.”\textsuperscript{84} In contrast to physical displacement, this “in situ displacement” (to borrow from Shelley Feldman and Charles Geisler) refers to the loss of non-wage entitlements that mitigate households’ dependency on
the market for resources needed for social reproduction. Yet other manifestations are even more subterranean, such as when unsold food and other perishables in supermarkets that end up in trash are deliberately rendered inaccessible or useless (by toxic foam, locked trashcans, or hydraulic pressing), when squatters are evicted from abandoned buildings or slums, or when employees face disciplinary measures when they take scrapped merchandise at the workplace.

The common denominator of these disparate instances is the enforced mediation of the access to the conditions of livelihood by the imperative to labor. That the immediate point of this logic is not wealth generation or utility maximization (as classical and neoclassical economics would respectively hold) is evidenced by the fact that the order of capital would rather have excess capacity lie idle and subsistence goods perish rather than countenancing access to them on conditions other than creating surplus value (of course, this creates other problems, such as overaccumulation and devalorization, which are beyond this essay’s scope).

With the demise of the Keynesian regard for laborers as a source of aggregate demand, the workings of this logic increasingly resemble earlier episodes of settler colonialism that expropriated indigenous peoples with no intention of incorporating them into capital as laborers. Contemporary expropriation without incorporation spawns an ever-expanding global surplus population that does not even belong to the “reserve army of labor” and dwell in the wasteland of capital.

Set against this background, the optic of capital-positing and capital-preserving violence can enlarge our perspective on the element of force in capitalist reproduction in two directions. First, it reveals that the current trends of disposability, redundancy, and waste are not the accidental extremes but the unadulterated expressions of a logic that is inherently violent and violently indifferent to social and ecological reproduction. Secondly, by helping us recognize those instances as capital’s violence, it brings into view the common logics and deeper connections between seemingly disconnected trajectories of its exercise. For instance,
In China, we witness the “state-led proletarianization” of the rural population into a floating working class whose hyper-exploitation is enjoyed by global capital and consumers while the costs of their social reproduction devolve back to rural communities. In Africa, we see a voracious appetite for acquiring global farmland to stave off the prospect of food and energy insecurity for the world’s affluent, which proceeds as much through commercial articulation as through dispossession, depeasantization, and displacement of those who inhabit and cultivate these lands. In the US, we observe the marking of poor and marginalized communities of color as at once a surplus population to be sequestered through zoning laws or warehoused in prisons and a source of value to be squeezed through police and judicial predation in order to make up budgetary shortfalls in times of neoliberal austerity. All of these cases highlight the political and legal force that subtends the capture, exploitation, and devalorization of land and labor as they move through the spatially shifting circuits of capital. Today’s dispossessed may or may not be tomorrow’s proletarians, and today’s proletarians may wake up tomorrow to their redundancy. In each case, the management of the capitalist encasement of social reproduction as well as its fallout requires a whole panoply of legal, institutional, administrative, and coercive strategies of capital-positing and capital-preserving violence. The boundaries between these two modes prove to be especially thin and porous at the racialized and rapidly expanding margins of the global capitalist economy, as in the operation of extractive industries or employment of migrant labor.

Notwithstanding such abundance and ubiquity of violence in the past and present of capitalism, an idealized liberal self-image of capitalism continues to hold sway over significant swathes of political, public, scholarly opinion today. This liberal image conceives of capitalism essentially as an economic system organized around private property, free labor, and market exchange. Excluded from this definition are not only the extra-economic processes of accumulation by dispossession and appropriation, but also the historical violence that has
instituted private property, free labor, and market exchange and the quotidian violence that reproduces them daily. The popular expression of the liberal ideal is condensed in the catchword “globalization,” which evokes a world where the spread of free trade and markets is equated with the promotion of a more cooperative and peaceful international order; one in which ‘globalisation’ is viewed as transforming contemporary international politics into a series of ‘positive-sum’ games whereby states can realise absolute gains; where increasingly integrated transnational circuits of capital and global market relations are in turn identified as advancing more liberal-democratic civic cultures, identities and norms.\textsuperscript{92}

In the academic sphere, a kindred, if more nuanced, disposition is reflected in new institutional economics, which speaks in length about colonial histories of conquest, bondage, and extraction yet categorically excludes them from the definition capitalism proper which it predicates on liberal, inclusive institutions.\textsuperscript{93}

Scholarly or lay, the tendency to imagine capitalism in a liberal mold has a longer ideological and intellectual genealogy, which pivots on the “disavowal” of the constitutive violence of capitalism. A comprehensive account of this genealogy remains to be written but a cursory sketch might help highlight its contours here. Such an account would include, for instance, the effort to dissociate the ideal of commerce and capital from the ignominy of slavery by arguing that Africans were already enslaved when the Europeans transported them to plantations, even as many contemporary Europeans admitted the absolute centrality of slavery to Atlantic commerce.\textsuperscript{94} It would dwell on the doctrine of \textit{res nullius} amalgamated with a stadial theory of social development, which underwrote the powerful fiction that Native Americans or Australian Aborigines lacked a notion of landed property and therefore could not be “dispossessed” in the proper sense of the term.\textsuperscript{95} Through a kaleidoscopic array of disavowals, a number of liberal political economists, philosophers, lawyers, public intellectuals have contributed to the conceptual and normative association of capitalism with the liberal institutions of private property, free labor, and free trade in spite of the red thread of expropriation, servitude, and extortion that runs across the history of capitalist globalization.\textsuperscript{96}
It is this liberal “narrative of capital,” as Partha Chatterjee writes, “that can turn the violence of mercantile trade, war, genocide, conquest and colonialism into a story of universal progress, development, modernization, and freedom.” Niall Ferguson’s celebration of Anglophone imperialism as the liberal, if occasionally violent, avatar of capitalist globalization, or Bruce Gilley’s wildly controversial recent call to resurrect colonialism in the name of trade and capital, are perhaps the most brash but by no means isolated recent chapters in this narrative.

Confronting the liberal disavowal of capital’s violence is particularly urgent at our current moment, as the crisis of the neoliberal regime of accumulation, its expulsions, and its logic of exclusion have birthed its political crisis in the form of a virulent wave of racist, xenophobic, and authoritarian movements that presently sweep across the world. The insistence to associate neoliberal capitalism with a certain cosmopolitanism that should be guarded from populist protectionism rings particularly out of tune with the times when authoritarian capitalism and illiberal democracy are loudly and more confidently being professed, from China and the Philippines to Hungary and Turkey to France and the US. To claim this much is certainly not to dismiss liberalism a system of thought and philosophical tradition. As recent studies have stressed, liberalism has historically harbored intellectual resources as much for criticizing the formative expropriations of capitalism as justifying them. Activating its critical potential, however, calls for critical reflection on liberalism’s long-standing fraught relationship with capitalism and its violence.
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